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Introduction
When fifteen-year-old Esme Silver objects at her father’s wedding, her
protest is dismissed as the action of a stubborn, selfish teenager.
Everyone else has accepted the loss of Esme’s mother, Ariane – so why
can’t she?
But Esme is suspicious. She is sure that others are covering up the
real reason for her mother’s disappearance – that ‘lost at sea’ is code for
something more terrible, something she has a right to know.
After Esme is accidentally swept into the enchanted world of
Aeolia, the truth begins to unfold. With her newfound friends, Daniel
and Lillian, Esme retraces her mother’s steps in the glittering canal city
of Esperance, untangling the threads of Ariane’s double life. But the
more Esme discovers about her mother, the more she questions whether
she really knew her at all.
Esme’s Wish is a whimsical read that combines elements of
fantasy and mystery. There is no romance and the story contains minimal
violence. Its world-building is inspired by Greek mythology, and fans of
the Percy Jackson series have enjoyed Esme’s Wish. Wendy Orr, author
of Nim’s Island, praised Esme’s Wish as ‘fresh’ and ‘enchanting’.
Full of rich language and prose that ‘flows like water’, Esme’s
Wish is recommended as a vocabulary builder for students in the last
years of primary school and the first few years of secondary school. It is
the first in a trilogy.
About the author
Elizabeth Foster hails from Queensland and now lives in Sydney. After
reading stories to her children she was inspired to write one of her own.
She loves the ocean and finds magic in everyday things. When she was a
child she was called “Dizzy Lizzy,” which really annoyed her until she
began writing, and daydreaming became part of her job. She loves
writing, reading, and talking about books!
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Stage 3 and 4 links to the Australian curriculum
Year 5
Understand how to move beyond making bare assertions and take account of differing perspectives
and points of view (ACELA1502)
Understand how texts vary in purpose, structure and topic as well as the degree of formality
(ACELA1504)
Identify aspects of literary texts that convey details or information about particular social, cultural and
historical contexts (ACELT1608)
Present a point of view about particular literary texts using appropriate metalanguage, and reflecting
on the viewpoints of others (ACELT1609)
Use metalanguage to describe the effects of ideas, text structures and language features on particular
audiences(ACELT1795)
Recognise that ideas in literary texts can be conveyed from different viewpoints, which can lead to
different kinds of interpretations and responses (ACELT1610)
Create literary texts using realistic and fantasy settings and characters that draw on the worlds
represented in texts students have experienced (ACELT1612)
Show how ideas and points of view in texts are conveyed through the use of vocabulary, including
idiomatic expressions, objective and subjective language, and that these can change according to
context (ACELY1698 )
Clarify understanding of content as it unfolds in formal and informal situations, connecting ideas to
students’ own experiences and present and justify a point of view(ACELY1699 )
identify and explain characteristic text structures and language features used in imaginative,
informative and persuasive texts to meet the purpose of the text(ACELY1701)
Navigate and read texts for specific purposes applying appropriate text processing strategies, for
example predicting and confirming, monitoring meaning, skimming and scanning (ACELY1702)
Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive print and multimodal texts, choosing
textstructures, language features, images and sound appropriate to purpose and audience
(ACELY1704)

Year 6
Understand how authors often innovate on text structures and play with language features to achieve
particular aesthetic, humorous and persuasive purposes and effects (ACELA1518)
Make connections between students’ own experiences and those of characters and events represented
in texts drawn from different historical, social and cultural contexts (ACELT1613)
Analyse and evaluate similarities and differences in texts on similar topics, themes or plots
(ACELT1614)
Identify, describe, and discuss similarities and differences between texts, including those by the same
author or illustrator, and evaluate characteristics that define an author’s individual style (ACELT1616)
Create literary texts that adapt or combine aspects of texts students have experienced in innovative
ways(ACELT1618)
Participate in and contribute to discussions, clarifying and interrogating ideas, developing and
supporting arguments, sharing and evaluating information, experiences and opinions (ACELY1709)
Analyse how text structures and language features work together to meet the purpose of a text
(ACELY1711)
Analyse strategies authors use to influence readers(ACELY1801)
Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive texts, choosing and experimenting
with textstructures, language features, images and digital resources appropriate to purpose and
audience(ACELY1714)
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Year 7
Understand how language is used to evaluate texts and how evaluations about a text can be
substantiated by reference to the text and other sources (ACELA1782 )
Identify and explore ideas and viewpoints about events, issues and characters represented in texts
drawn from different historical, social and cultural contexts(ACELT1619 )
Reflect on ideas and opinions about characters, settings and events in literary texts, identifying areas
of agreement and difference with others and justifying a point of view (ACELT1620 )
Compare the ways that language and images are used to create character, and to influence emotions
and opinions in different types of texts (ACELT1621 )
Discuss aspects of texts, for example their aesthetic and social value, using relevant and appropriate
metalanguage (ACELT1803)
Recognise and analyse the ways that characterisation, events and settings are combined in narratives,
and discuss the purposes and appeal of different approaches(ACELT1622
Create literary texts that adapt stylistic features encountered in other texts, for example, narrative
viewpoint, structure of stanzas, contrast and juxtaposition(ACELT1625)
Identify and discuss main ideas, concepts and points of view in spoken texts to evaluate qualities, for
example the strength of an argument or the lyrical power of a poetic rendition (ACELY1719
Analyse and explain the ways text structures and language features shape meaning and vary according
to audience and purpose (ACELY1721)
Use comprehension strategies to interpret, analyse and synthesise ideas and information, critiquing
ideas and issues from a variety of textual sources (ACELY172)
Use prior knowledge and text processing strategies to interpret a range of types of texts
(ACELY1722)
Plan, draft and publish imaginative, informative and persuasive texts, selecting aspects of subject
matter and particular language, visual, and audio features to convey information and ideas
(ACELY1725 )

Year 8
Explore the ways that ideas and viewpoints in literary texts drawn from different historical, social and
cultural contexts may reflect or challenge the values of individuals and groups(ACELT1626)
Share, reflect on, clarify and evaluate opinions and arguments about aspects of literary texts
(ACELT1627)
Understand and explain how combinations of words and images in texts are used to represent
particular groups in society, and how texts position readers in relation to those groups(ACELT1628)
Recognise and explain differing viewpoints about the world, cultures, individual people and concerns
represented in texts (ACELT1807)
Recognise, explain and analyse the ways literary texts draw on readers’ knowledge of other texts and
enable new understanding and appreciation of aesthetic qualities (ACELT1629)
Create literary texts that draw upon text structures and language features of other texts for particular
purposes and effects (ACELT1632 )
nterpret the stated and implied meanings in spoken texts, and use evidence to support or challenge
different perspectives (ACELY1730)
Analyse and evaluate the ways that text structures and language features vary according to the purpose
of the text and the ways that referenced sources add authority to a text(ACELY1732)
Apply increasing knowledge of vocabulary, text structures and language features to understand the
content of texts (ACELY1733)
Use comprehension strategies to interpret and evaluate texts by reflecting on the validity of content
and the credibility of sources, including finding evidence in the text for the author’s point of view
(ACELY1734)
Explore and explain the ways authors combine different modes and media in creating texts, and the
impact of these choices on the viewer/listener (ACELY1735)
Create imaginative, informative and persuasive texts that raise issues, report events and advance
opinions, using deliberate language and textual choices, and including digital elements as appropriate
(ACELY1736)
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Before reading the story:
Look at the front cover
•
•
•
•
•

Who do you think Esme is?
What sort of personality do you think she has?
What does she do and where does she live?
Why does she carry a book in her hand and why is she half turning towards
the city in the distance?
Discuss the colours used and their possible significance.

Read the blurb
•
•
•
•
•
•

What might Esme’s ‘last chance’ be?
Can you trust a fifteen-year-old who is suspicious of what she has been told?
What do you think she will find in the world of Aeolia and who might Daniel
and Lillian be?
Do you like the sound of this story? Explain why.
Have you read a story like this before?
Share your thoughts and ideas before beginning reading.

Author
•
•
•

Who is the author?
Explore other works this author might have written.
Explore why this book was written and how the idea came about.
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As you read
As students read the novel. (Skills of inference, summarising, reflecting)
Ask students to record their thoughts in this simple chart as they finish each chapter
or session of reading. Use all or some of these questions depending on the
comprehension abilities of students.
If students prefer to record their thoughts through voice recording, encourage this
too.
Chapter How did I
How did the main What I think will
feel during
characters feel?
happen next and
this chapter? What did they do? why I think this

Reflection after
following
chapters have
been read:
What actually
happened? How
did my
predictions
match up?

Links to
other fiction
and nonfiction texts

New language
used

How has the
author persuaded
you to think a
certain way about
a place or
character? Is there
any bias
formulating?

How has the use
of direct and
indirect speech
influenced the
storyline?
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Comprehension activities
Students should work through the following comprehension strategies at their
own pace. Each of these strategies not only deepens students’ comprehension
skills but also allow the teacher to explicitly teach skills and monitor the progress
of each student. (Strategies drawn from collaboration between Learning and
Teaching Directorate, NSW Department of Education and the English Teachers
Association NSW)
Understanding
Students analyse texts and in their responding and composing explain information and
ideas for particular audiences and purposes. They use their knowledge of texts to make
generalisations about how texts work.
•

•

•

We meet Esme as an angry 15-year-old at her father’s wedding. How do we see
Esme grow and change throughout the story? How does she behave towards
those who understand her as opposed to those who are trying to control her?
How are italics used throughout the story for the reader to gain inside
knowledge of Esme’s thoughts? Explore the techniques used by Elizabeth
Foster to develop Esme’s character. (How she communicates, her history of
why she acts the way she does, what she looks like, her relationships, her
thoughts, strengths and weaknesses, etc.)
This text is filled with new words, and names of mythical creatures. How has
Elizabeth Foster helped the reader to understand new vocabulary throughout the
novel? Build up a word bank of new words and their meanings. Explore how
these words have been introduced at the right time and the right place so as to
avoid confusion.
In order to understand Esme, we need to understand the concept of loss and
how it affects different people. Esme has lost her mother but those around her
have a different view of the mother Esme thinks she once had. How does the
loss of her mother and the attitudes of others regarding the loss of her mother
play a role in Esme’s attitude towards life?
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Engaging personally
Students respond to and compose texts reflecting their widening world. They identify
ways in which their own experiences, perspectives and contexts influence their
responses.
• How do you relate to Esme? Have there been times you have felt like her misunderstood and lonely? Draw similarities between yourself and Esme.
• Esme appears to be a quiet and reserved teenager but shows strong internal
strength on many different occasions. How did you feel when she was faced
with those situations (father’s wedding, Stygians, dragons, rescuing her mother
- just to name a few) and how do you think you would have reacted? How has
Esme’s character been built so that she shows strength without having to be
obvious about it? Find some information in the text that shows Esme’s feelings
about how she acts in these situations. How does society teach you to act in
difficult situations? Do you feel that you should always tell others about your
strengths and achievements or just go about your daily life, using them when
you need to without worrying about who is watching?
Connecting
Through responding and composing students make connections between information,
ideas and texts. They compare texts to understand the effects of different choices of
language, form, mode and medium for various audiences and purposes.
•

•

Fantasy is a popular genre amongst young readers, as are mystery stories. This
novel intertwines both. Why do young people love novels where they can
connect with a character and escape the real world, problem solve and do things
they never dreamt of? Find other texts where a young boy or girl is taken out of
a current, everyday situation and thrown into a new world full of danger, magic,
adventure and excitement. Look for evidence in these books as to why young,
unassuming, lonely and frustrated characters have been chosen to take part in
the adventure. Why are these sorts of characters important in young readers’
novels?
The children in this story have gifts that manifest in young adulthood. We get to
know more children in depth in this story than adults. Why is this something
that is necessary in a YA text? Why are the adults the ones who need the
helping and would be lost if the children did not act? Find other texts and
movies where the young adults are the key characters. Also explore real life
situations where young adults are the driving force behind change or
exploration.
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Engaging Critically
Through responding and composing students explore the different ways texts can be
interpreted. They identify ways in which composers position the audience to accept
particular views and perspectives and make judgements about these.
•

•

Once the class or reading group have finished reading Esme’s Wish, discuss
together or write about your views on the story and the rating and
recommendations you would give. After this, read through different reviews
given to Esme’s Wish on the internet. Compare and contrast how different
people see the book. Are there similarities between what people like and what
people dislike? Why is it important that different viewpoints are published? As
you read other reviews see who has a similar view and a different view to
yours. Discuss with someone else who has a different view and explore why
you differ (draw on the genres you like to read, how often you read, what
reading means to you)
How do you view Esme’s mother throughout the story? Create a timeline of
what we know about Ariane chapter by chapter. Comment on how you felt
towards her in each chapter and if any events made you change your mind.
How does having an absent mother appeal to YA readers? How does the
absence of a parent affect the character? Explore other novels where a parent is
absent. Why is this a catalyst for some sort of action or change in a character’s
life? Give examples. How does this compare to how you feel towards your own
parents in different situations?

Experimenting
Students use, adapt or subvert particular textual conventions across modes and media
to experiment with a range of meanings and textual concepts.
•

•

What did Esme write to her father? Using the language that Esme uses
throughout the novel, compose a letter to her father. You will need to
understand who her father is and how he feels towards both Esme and Ariane.
To further this, compose the first chapter of the next book where Esme will
need to talk to her father - what will she say to him and how will she ensure she
returns to Aeolia? Do you think her father will be willing to talk to her?
Consider how he must be feeling considering she left him (just like her mother
did) without telling anyone.
There are many references throughout this story made to Homer's Odyssey.
Explore this poem and the references made in Esme’s Wish. Using your
knowledge of Homer's Odyssey and Esme’s Wish, create an epic poem. It could
be about Esme or another story you wish to tell. This question may be explored
as a larger unit of work so that students have a strong understanding of
mythology and how to write Epic poems.
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Reflecting
Students begin to personalise their metacognitive processes, identifying their own
pleasures and difficulties in responding, composing and learning. They are able to plan
and monitor their work, articulate their own learning processes and begin to assess
which learning processes may suit them and will suit particular tasks and why.
•

Share different aspects of this unit of work with peers on a weekly basis. Seek
constructive feedback using a class designed criteria model. Use the themes and
questions within these teachers’ notes to reflect on the novel and its ideas.
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Comprehension through themes
A focus on Truth
Esme was never told the truth by anyone and feels that she has spent the last few years
believing in something that never really happened.
Explore the following statements in your classroom, and relate each one to Esme.
Explore how she may feel about these statements at the beginning of the story and at
the end. You may like to extend this and relate to other characters in Esme’s Wish.
•
•
•
•
•

Truth is reality.
We should always be told the truth.
We all perceive the truth differently.
Ignorance is bliss.
The truth is hurtful but necessary.
Characters and their brush with the truth.
Explore the following questions in your classroom in relation to the different
characters. Find sections of the novel that support your thinking.

Did Esme’s father know the truth about Ariane? If he did should he have told Esme?
How would this have changed the story?
Did her mother know the truth about Esperance and her travel plans? If she did should
she have told Esme? What could the consequences have been?
Nathan Mare’s parents did not want to know the truth about their son - if they did,
could they have saved him from taking the evil path that he did? Or is knowing
someone’s truth the cause of more harm?
The pearl holds more truth inside it than anyone in Esperance seems to know. What is
that truth? If the city knew the truth behind the pearl would it be as revered? Would it
be feared or kept in a more secure location, safe from Daniel and Esme?
Create a concept map about truth, using examples from the story to support your
thoughts.
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A focus on pearls
•

•
•
•
•
•

The Pearl of Esperance has powers beyond belief. Why do you think a pearl has
been chosen as the centrepiece for this story? Build up at least ten quotes or
references to chapters where the pearl and its powers are mentioned.
Why are pearls so valuable? When did they become valuable?
Research the history of the pearling industry - the darkness and the light.
Read the lyrics to the song the children are singing on Page 45 - what does it
mean, where might it come from?
Why are pearls precious stones? Find out how they are made and used in past
and present society.
When you read Esme’s Wish it almost feels like a place in many myths and
legends. Can you find any stories, myths or legends where a pearl is involved?
Dragons? Or perhaps pearls and dragons? Explore why there are pearls in these
stories.

A focus on water
•

•

•

•
•

•

Water is a central part of where Esperance exists. How did the city of Esperance
come to be? Explore the tale told and compare this to a creation story you know
of. How do they compare? Differentiate?
Underwater breathing is something all people who live in Aeolia can do.
Explore the first time Esme breathes under the water. See page 59 and explore
the adjectives and phrases used to describe how Esme feels. How do these
paragraphs make you feel about underwater swimming? Write a paragraph or
two describing how you would feel doing an activity you thought you would
never be able to do. Describe how your body feels, what your mind thinks and
what your senses are taking in.
Water is a vital life source for nearly all living things. Compare and contrast
how Esperance and your own world would change if there were less or no water
available.
Venice is a city that has been built on water. Explore the history of this city and
why it exists and how it will exist in the future.
The sirens’ Isle of Mists has disappeared. Why has it disappeared and what has
this done to the sirens? Can you compare this to any countries in our world
where peoples’ homes are disappearing and their stories and culture are at risk
of being lost forever? How will the sirens recover? Can the countries of our
world recover? As you explore the different causes also compare and contrast
what is happening and how people can help or are helping to ensure all is not
lost. (see pp 206-210)
The history of Aeolia is writ in water. What does this mean? Can this apply to
our world? Explore the similarities and differences of water in both our worlds.
How do both worlds need water for survival?
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Williams Model Matrix
This matrix inspires higher order thinking. Students should have read the whole novel
before answering these questions. It is suggested that students choose which questions
they would like to work on.

Paradox

The truth can be a beautiful yet terrifying thing. What truths can you
find in Esme’s Wish that are both beautiful yet terrifying?

Attribute
listing

Esme has found it difficult to make friends - until she arrives in
Esperance. Think of the reasons why Daniel and Lillian become her
friends and the traits true friends have.

Analogy

How is the Pearl of Esperance like a cigarette?

Discrepancy

In Esperance people can swim underwater without any breathing
apparatus. What would life be like on Earth as we know it if we too
could breathe underwater? How would life as we know it change for
better or worse?

Provocative
question

Gifts and talents are harmful to the world and we should all be
treated equally and act equally. Explore.

Examples of
change

How will Esme’s return from Esperance affect those around her?
How will it affect her after her experience in Aeolia?

Examples of
Habit

“Nearly everyone has a Gift” is told to us many times throughout the
novel. Lillian is quite upset throughout the story that her Gift has not
shown itself. How does society pressure us to feel good about
ourselves? In what forms does this pressure come? Can we switch
off the pressure?
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Organised
Random search

What are dragons? Where, when and why did the belief in dragons
begin? If you had lived in this time what would have caused you
to believe in them?

Skills of search

Create a list of the different gifts people can have in Aeolia and
our world.
How are people with gifts treated in both worlds? Are they revered
or ridiculed?
Are all gifts equal in Aeolia and our own? Provide reasons as to
why you think this.

Tolerance for
ambiguity

What if the title of this novel were changed? Consider three
different titles and discuss how the title change might change how
the story was written.

Intuitive
expression

Imagine you are Nathan Mare. Write a diary entry or video log of
how he has been and is currently feeling from the time he met
Ariane until the time he ran from Anna and Esme.

Adjustment to
development

The pearl was found by Anna, Ariane and then Esme. How is the
pearl being kept safe now? Is it possible to keep this pearl safe?
There is promise of a second book - will the pearl be discovered or
will the author move on?

Study creative
process

How did Elizabeth Foster come up with the ideas for Esme’s
Wish? How did she get the book published and then market it?
Find an interview that Elizabeth has done to explore these
questions and find out more about the publishing process.
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Evaluate
situations

What if Esme hadn’t had the support of her friends? Find 5
examples in the text of times her friends help her to find her
mother. Are there any times that they may have slowed down her
quest?

Creative
reading skills

1.

Stygians are scary creatures. Explore other fantasy novels
where creatures like this exist. What are they and what is
their purpose? Explore the similarities and differences
between the frightening creatures that dwell in fantasy
worlds.

2.

Gather details about Esme, Lillian and Daniel. Who do you
think you would be friends with and why? Give examples
from the text as to why you would be able to go on a
journey with them or perhaps not!

Creative
listening skills

Source at least three different folktales, myths, poems or songs
about dragons. Listen to these and compare the different
viewpoints they have on these mythical creatures.

Creative
writing skills

Write a descriptive piece of writing that gives us more
information about Amaris. Draw from the information on page
241 to tell us more about who she is and why does she slumber
on? Why is she in this cavern below Esperance and how did
Esme get the pearl there?

Visualisation

In the front pages of the novel is a map of Esperance. Using the
information in Esme’s Wish, extend this map by adding more
detail to the city as well as any extra information you have
learnt about the other places in Aeolia.
OR
We are told of many paintings created by Ariane. What do you
think they looked like? Recreate one of the paintings described
through the eyes of Esme.
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